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Why You Should
Plant a Tree
We know that planting
trees provides a
range of functions
and expectations.
Trees give scale
to a layout,
provide a setting
for architectural
features, screen
unsightly intrusions,
and provide privacy.
However, sometimes,
the reason for planting
is more political than
practical. For example,
to conform to planning
regulations for housing
developments or to satisfy
public expectations and
promote a green image.
Just how “green” is it to
plant trees? Trees are excellent at filtering
dust and car exhaust particles. Trees also
absorb a broad range of atmospheric
pollutants. A medium sized tree such
as a maple can, during one growng
season, remove 60mg cadminium, 140
mg chromium, 820mg nickel and 5200
mg lead from the atmosphere. This may
not sound like much but even at small
concentrations these heavy metals can
prove damaging to human health. It has
been calculated that you are seven times
less likely to develop asthma if you live in
a tree lined avenue. In addition, surgical
patients who could see trees from their
windows had shorter hospital stays than
those who did not, required fewer potent
medications and had fewer postoperative
complications. Business and industry
executives have found that attractive
landscapes result in above average labour
productivity, lower absenteeism and easier
recruitment of workers with hard to find
skills.
The “take home” message is that trees
provide not only important practical
functions beneficial to human health
but also have powerful psychological
properties that we are only just beginning
to appreciate.
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Ride for Research Cycling Event Visits
Bartlett Research Laboratory
On Sunday, the 2nd of September, the Bartlett Tree Research
Laboratory in Reading played host to the cyclists of the ‘Ride for
Research’. Ride for Research is an annual, sponsored cycling event
organized by Fund 4 Trees. This year being split into two separate cycles;
one in Reading, coinciding with the Arboricultural Association’s national conference Field Day,
and a later one in Birmingham.
The aim is to raise funds for supporting and researching sustainable treescapes. Riders include
foresters, arboricultural professionals and other interested individuals.
Jon Banks from our Research Laboratory joined ten other riders for this event.
Bartlett’s Jon Banks participated in the Ride for Research as a cyclist and a scientist.

Starting on the Reading University campus, the riders rode to different locations where tree
plantings were held. The Bartlett research labs were the last stop before the home stretch,
returning to the main Reading University campus.
An exquisite barbecue lunch was provided, catering for both carnivorous and herbivorous
participants. After the food, UK Manager Ian Barrow gave a welcome speech. Followed by Dr Glynn
Percival talking about the research taking place at the lab and giving a guided tour of the field site
and current experiments, many of which aim to protect urban trees from the current plethora of
pests and diseases attacking them.
Jon Banks then demonstrated the high-definition microscopy equipment recently purchased by the
lab, treating riders to a live dissection removing a leaf miner from a Horse Chestnut leaf and
zooming in on its lethal mandibles.
The Riders then headed off to the
campus for a tree planting.

Demonstrating Bartlett’s
high-definition microscope for fellow
Ride for Research cyclists

Pest Alert Over the past few weeks the Bartlett Tree
Research Laboratory has been contacted over
an ever-increasing frequency of slugs and
snails climbing into trees. Although snails
and slugs have been the bane of gardeners for
generations the appearance of these pests in
trees is quite uncommon. It begs the question,
“Why would slugs and snails start climbing
into trees”?
The main answer is for food. Slugs prefer
succulent foliage or flowers. They primarily
are pests of seedlings and herbaceous plants
that are close to the ground (hostas, cabbage,
strawberries, tomatoes). However, they also
will feed on foliage and fruit of some trees.
Look for the silvery mucous trails to confirm
slugs or snail damage.
Another possible reason includes the fact that
slugs are very sensitive to weather extremes.

Snails and Slugs

It has been speculated that the increase in
slug and snail “tree climbers” is linked to the
torrential rain and subsequent flooding that
has been occurring.
The great, grey or leopard slug has a very
unusual and distinctive mating method, where
the pair of slugs use a thick thread of mucus to
hang suspended in the air from a tree branch or
other structure.
Slug and snail populations can be effectively
managed by either hand picking on a regular
basis or use of bait products. Two types of bait
products exist. Baits containing metaldehyde
are most common. Iron phosphate baits available under many trade names including
Sluggo are recognized as more environmentally
friendly.

Slugs leave silvery mucous trails.

Aphids Damage Conifer Hedging
Aphids are one of the most common and most troublesome of all garden
insect pests. They attack a large number of garden plants and recently
have been causing much disfigurement to ornamental conifer hedges.
Commonly referred to as Greenfly or Blackfly, these aphids feed on
hedges. They suck the sap of the plant and spread several varieties of
virus, often causing severe die back.

The current troublesome aphid is the Cypress Aphid, which
predominantly affects conifer hedging. The damage inflicted on conifer
hedges by the aphid Cinara Cupressi is severe and can lead to large
brown patches on the hedge, which leads to localised foliage death and
reduces the aesthetic look of the hedge.
As the aphid is active from May to October it is important to catch this
problem early and apply treatments to stop its spread. The Cypress
Aphid causes damage to western red cedar, Lawsons cypress, Leylandii
and Monterey cypress. Aphids also indirectly damage car paintwork,
patios and drives with honeydew. This a sugar rich sticky substance
secreted by the aphids.
Control of aphids on woody and non-woody plants is easy. Additionally,
good cultural techniques help to reduce exploding populations.
Techniques that can be employed are ensuring that overwintering
aphids do not survive during the winter, cleaning dead plant material
and encouraging natural predators will help. In terms of treatments, old
horticultural practice of applying a winter oil wash to fruit trees to kill
overwintering eggs and young insects is still a very sound practice.
At the first sign of brown patches telephone Bartlett Tree Experts for a
free consultation and professional advise.
Aphid damage can lead to localised foliage death and
reduced aesthetic look of the hedges

Aphids on a cypress twig
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English Oak

Book Reviews

Quercus robur or the English oak is a
large deciduous tree with a rounded,
broad crown; branching is upright
and spreading; growing to a height of
30 - 40 m. Growth rates are very slow
although this species is very long lived
i.e. 1000 years although the “norm” is
200 years. Because of their longevity
some oaks form what we term veteran
trees, normally distinguished by the
hollow trunks. If you are lucky to see
a veteran oak in your area then you
are extremely privileged; these trees
are very rare. Quercus robur has an
extremely high ecological value in
supporting numerous insect and
wildlife species. The timber is highly
prized for furniture and building
purposes.

Collins Complete
Guide to
British Trees: A
Photographic
Guide to Every
Common Species
Paul Sterry,
author
This easy-to-use
guide covers
the 360 species
of tree that are found in Britain &
Ireland. Each species is covered in detail
with information on how to identify, whether
from a leaf, twig, bark or whole tree, plus
extra information on where the tree grows
(including a map), how high they grow, what
uses it is put to, and history. Every species
is also comprehensively illustrated with
photographs of every useful feature—bark,
leaf, seed, flower, twig, and whole tree.

CULTIVATION A very hardy genus that
grows optimally in deep, fertile, well
drained soil either in sun or partial
shade. English oak is very tolerant of
city conditions (atmospheric pollution,
salt) and high pH soils.

The Stick Book: Loads of
Things You Can Make or
Do with a Stick
by Fiona Danks and
Jo Schofield

PESTS AND DISEASES Until recently
the only disease problems that
English oak were susceptible to were
honey fungus and powdery mildew.
However, there is now a great deal of
concern with Sudden Oak Death and
Acute Oak Decline discussed in the
previous edition of Tree Tips. Aphids
and gall wasps are the major insect
pests. Various bracket fungi can result
in wood decay while deer and rabbit
can also prove problematic.

The stick is a universal
toy. Totally natural,
all-purpose, free, it offers limitless
opportunities for outdoor play and
adventure and it provides a starting point for
an active imagination and the raw material
for transformation into - almost anything!
This book offers masses of suggestions
for things to do with a stick, in the way of
adventures and bushcraft, creative and
imaginative play, games, woodcraft and
conservation, music and more.

Decode This Tree-Related Quote
“KZX HZXIKJRK’I QODRW VJW KZX EFEVH’I QOXKKP,
“___ ________’_ _____ ___ ___ _____’_ ______,
KZX QDQEVO’I AXJKEX VJW KVEE,
___ ______’_ ______ ___ ____,
SRK KZX QEVJX KOXX’I NFJW KD KZX QDDO WREE HFKP –
___ ___ _____ ____’_ ____ __ ___ ____ ____ ____ –
F EDYX ZFB SXIK DT VEE.”
_ ____ ___ ____ __ ___.”
Strategies for solving Cryptograms:
1. P attern recognition – Look for single letter words (A,I,O) or
two letter words. Also common TH words.
2. L etter frequency – The letters E, T, A, O, I, N, S, H, R, D, L are
used most frequently. J, X, Q, Z are the least frequently used.

Check the answers
at www.bartlett.com/
cryptogram or by scanning
this QR code with your
smartphone

No Paper - No Problem!
If you choose to enroll in our paperless programme for electronic Tree Tips:
1. Find your client code on outer envelope of current issue (yellow box, 7-digits).
2. Log on to www.bartlett.com/newsletter (select UK).
3. Go to registration link and sign up using your client number and postal code.
It’s that easy. If you want paper service again, just advise us.

The Tree: A Natural
History of What
Trees Are, How They
Live, and Why They
Matter
by Colin Tudge
There are redwoods
in California that
were ancient by the
time Columbus first
landed, and pines
still alive that germinated around
the time humans invented writing. There
are Douglas firs as tall as skyscrapers, and
a banyan tree in Calcutta as big as a football
field.
In The Tree, Colin Tudge travels around the
world bringing to life stories and facts about
the trees around us: how they grow old, how
they eat and reproduce, how they talk to one
another (and they do), and why they came to
exist in the first place.

Compliments of

TREE TIPS
Read about conditions that
may affect your garden.
Please ring me if you have
any concerns with your trees
and plants.

LAB NOTES
Tapioca anyone?
At the Bartlett Diagnostic Laboratory we occasionally receive photographs from
our Bartlett Representatives with strange and unusual tree disorders to identify.
We recently received a photograph from our senior consultant Oliver Booth with
an unusual looking fungus called Brefeldia maxima, more commonly it is known
as Tapioca Slime Mold for obvious reasons (see picture). Thankfully the fungus is
not harmful to the Oak trees it is growing on.
If you would like to see the Tapioca Slime Mold for yourself, it may be found
growing on dead oak trees after heavy rain.
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